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Hi - Helen & Emmy —

Wherever you are!

We heard from Basin & Baid and have sent them Greetings — which Herewith also get sent your way.

We will be moving into the S. M. circle next week, so the known address is no longer operative. The new address (as shown as yet) is:

Coral Tree Villas
502 San Vicente Blvd. #5
Santa Monica, CA 90402

(We also are at Montecito on weekends)

Hopefully, you are having a good season. It's too much to hope it.

Yrs

Mom

P.S. David gets back from Taipei for a few weeks. He sends Greetings, too!
Christmas, ’79 – ‘80

Hi – Henri + Emmy -- [image: doodle]
wherever you are!

We heard from Danny + Gail and
have sent them Greetings – which
Herewith also got sent your way.
We will be moving into the S.M. condo
next week, so the Kiowa address is no
longer operative. The new address (no
phone as yet) is

CORAL TREE VILLAS
502 SAN VICENTE BLVD. #5
SANTA MONICA, CA 90402

we also are at Montecito on weekends)
Hopefully, you are having a
good season. It’s too much to hope it’s
relaxed!

Yrs
[[image: doodle]]
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P.S. David gets back from Taipei for a few
weeks. He sends Greetings, too!